
Eat well, celebrate often



CULTUREPAR

A FoodPar community and blog. Vegan living, 
indulgent plant-based menus and tips on entertaining, 

curated by Rachel Osbourne.

PS
EVENTS ·  CREATIVE

·P L A N T - B A S E D  S O I R É E S ·

Plant-based Soirées is FoodPar's boutique event 
planning service specializing in plant-based events. We 

plan celebrations, wellness retreats, and product 
launches.

FoodPar is for the vegan foodie who wants to host 
and attend fantastic plant-based events. We throw 

parties even the pickiest meat eater will enjoy!

DIGITAL PROPERTIES

foodpar.com

culture.foodpar.com

plantbasedsoirees.co



RACHEL OSBOURNE

Rachel is a content creator, reverent home cook and event 
planner. She brings these passions together through the 

FoodPar brand, launched in 2017. 
 

"There are only two things that make me feel as alive as 
the smell of sea air in the morning: working with talent 

and creating entertaining content." 

Her vision is focused on the exploration of the well 
celebrated life - through feeding body, exploring culture 
through travel, and fostering connections at in real life 

events.

Discovery. Indulgence. Leisure 



AUDIENCE

ParCulture is for people with 
BIG DREAMS. 

Food lovers who are vegan or 
transitioning, interested in alternative 

travel and leisure activities, they love art 
and seek out life fulfilling experiences. 

They are seekers - avid readers, follow 
their favourite brands for useful life 

enriching stories, they share 
enthusiastically and celebrate small things 

often.
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Rachel, this is great and your quality of 
writing is on point! I very often prefer young 
freelance Jamaican writers over traditional 

media journalists! 

- Marianna, Nana's Kitchen

SPONSORED POSTS & VIDEOS 

BRAND AMBASSADORSHIP 

PRODUCT PLACEMENTS 

EVENT SPONSORSHIP

COLLABORATIONS

Our content ranges from blog posts, interactive 
guides, videos, interview series, our vegan 

restaurant directory, email marketing and creative 
production for in-person events. 

Through ecommerce, we offer products across our 
verticals: travel, food, leisure.



+ 1 416 648 7366 
 

culture.foodpar.com 
 

stories@foodpar.com
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